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Two SJSU women attacked near Job Corps
By Chris Lillie
Daily staff wnter

A female juvenile was arrested Fridpy
after she yelled racial remarks at two
SJSU sorority members, sprayed them
with hair spray and physically assaulted
them, according to the University Police
Department.
Heidi Buchner and Hillary Kline, both
SJSU students, were walking by the Job
Corps facility at 201 S. 10th St. at 11 p.m.
when the suspect, who allegedly had been
drinking, yelled insults at them, UPD Lt.
Shannon Maloney said.

’The suspect had been drinking.’
The girl, allegedly a member of Job
Corps, then assaulted the two students,
spraying hair spray at them, hitting Kline
with the can and attacking Buchner with
her fists, Maloney said.
Kline and Buchner fled to the Kappa
Delta sorority house at 278 S. 10th St., but
the suspect and other alleged Job Corps
members chased them. Maloney said.

Lt. Shannon Maloney,
University Police Department
When the two students entered the house,
their pursuers left, he added.
Kline and Buchner then called UPD,
which came to the house and later arrested
the suspect on Klinc’s and Buchner’s identification, Maloney said.
"The suspect was arrested and booked
into juvenile hall on charges of assault and
battery," he said. "The suspect had been

drinking."
Kline suffered a "3/4 inch" cut on the
back of her head from the hit of the hairspray can but did not go to the hospital,
Maloney said.
Kline and Buchner refused to comment
and a Job Corps spokesman said he had
not heard about the alleged attack.
"I’m not even aware of the incident." said
Richard Martinez, Job Corps community
relations spokesman. "We usually hear
about these things through back channels."
If the accused juvenile turns out to be a

Job Corps member, she faces expulsion
from the program, Martinez said.
"If someone (from Job Corps) is
involved in a fight, they’re out of the program," he said. "We’d be stupid to allow
that to happen."
UPD and Job Corps have communicated well about past incidents, a UPD
spokesman said.
-There’s always been a very good level
of cooperation between the police department and Job Corps," UPD spokesman
Richard Staley said.

KSJS chosen best college radio station
By Robert W. Scoble
Daily staff writer

On the first floor of Hugh
Gillis Hall, in a room smaller than
most closets, there is a radio revolution going on. Disc jockeys
look at panels of switches and
lights. Nearby a light flashes to
signal that KSJS is on the air.
Even though KSJS’s programming has recently received
national recognition, it is still
stuck in a small room with equipment that is wearing out, according to KSJS faculty adviser Kim
Massey. The National Association of College Broadcasters’
gave KSJS its Station of the Year
award which is being announced
nationally this week.
"We’re pretty happy," KSJS DJ
Mark Oxoby said while cuing up
another record. "It’s nice that it
pays off once in awhile."
Even with the awards, KSJS
can’t get any respect, or so the
station personnel says. It has a
hard time getting enough money
to buy new equipment and many
students ck)n’t listen to the station
because they don’t realize that it
is there, said morning show DJ
Jon Campbell.
Each of the more than 160 people who work on the station are
now asked to do fundraising for
the station. "We’re forced to beg
for money," said Mike Adams,
another faculty adviser.
But money isn’t the only form
of support that the station is looking for. Some of the DJ’s said that
SJSU students don’t know that
they can work on the station
"We want a little more support,"
Campbell said. He added that he
wants more students to get involved
in the day-to-day operation of the
station. The station is a hule shorthanded these days because one of
the main Dl’s was called up from
the reserves this week.
Dave Henderson’s last show
was Monday.
"lie’s very dedicated to the station," (’ampbell said. "He left
something behind for everybody."
The station requires a large number of peopk to operate it because
it never goes off the air, except for
a couple of times that the W’s

By Susan Brown
Daily staff wnter

The Interfraternity Council
voted overwhelmingly in favor of
expanding its membership Monday by a vote of 20 to five.
The 13 member council will
now go to work in evaluating
which of the five nationally recognized fraternity organizations it
will choose to be a part of SJSU’s

Joanfato Glocinsman

[tally staff phowsphor

Scott Krinsky, the ’Rock-n-Ru.ssian’, an RTVE grad spins a
record at KSJS radio. The National Asociation of Col -

lege Broadcasters gave the ’Station of the Year’ award
to KSJS,SJSU’s own radio station. Tune in at 90.7 FM.

locked themselves out of the con out booth while going to the bathroom. Robert Kolar, also known as
Robin Cradle on the au, remembers
crawling back into the studio
through an open window one
morning after being locked out.
Each music hour has a different
theme. There are hours for rap,
thrash or heavy-metal, reggae,
groove, electronic, Christian.
blues, local groups, punk, jazz
and alternative music. On weekends KSJS is one of the few sta-

KSJS’s music personnel were
pressed into news service during
the 1989 earthquake. The station
was one of the few in the valley
to be back on the air within 10
minutes and served as an information service for the downtown
area, according to Massey.
That is the advantage to being
a college station, said DJ Pol vanRhee "We can take a chance on
something."
Taking a chance with new musical groups and talk shows has got-

tions in Northern California to
play jazz music, according to
Massey.
The station doesn’t stop with
eclectic musk:. It has a wide variety of talk and community service
shows which includes the only
gay and lesbian talk show in the
area and an environmental show,
Massey said. Other shows talk
about the problems of raising
children. Vietnamese culture, science fiction and Beethoven’s
music.

Candidates for Associated Students Head
gear up for upcoming March elections of
‘We’re hoping for
the
increased voter
turnout, and more
class
awareness of the can-

By Corey 1Vesidder
Nay stall wrior
The election for 1991-1992
Associated Students positions is
scheduled for March13 and14, but
applications for candidacy are due
in the A.S. office before Thursday’s candidate forum, according
to A.S. staff members.
The forum is scheduled to be
held in the Engineering Auditorium Room 189 at 3:30 p.m. Candidates will present their platforms
for the respective positions and
debate the issues.
The candidates’ campaign will
begin Monday, said staff member
Roman (7ruz.
(’urrcnt A.S. Vice President
Kristi Nowak said that anyone
who is a viable candidate may
apply for an office. Nowak is also

IFC votes
in favor
of adding
fraternity

didates.’
Kristi Nowak,
vice president

A.S.

optimistic about this year’s campaign.
"A.S. has been personally
recruiting possible candidates for
the offices," Nowak said. "We’re
hoping for increased voter turnout.
and more awareness of the candidates."
Nowak plans to run for A.S.
president, but was unwilling to

comment on the campaign until it
begins on Monday. A.S. Director
of Personnel Nicole Launder,
another possible candidate for A.S.
president, also would not comment
on the election.
A.S. members will publicize the
elections more this year than in the
past in order to increase awareness
and influence voter participation,
according to Cruz.
He said a meeting of the A.S
communications committee was
held Friday to discuss the publicity
of the election, and the first flyer
was produced.
Last year’s candidate forum
was held in the Student Union,
but CTU/ added that this year A.S
will be using the Engineering
Auditorium to establish a neutral
territory.

Brian Schauer
a 25 year-old
bachelor of
Fine Arts
major works
on a ceramic.
sculpture he
tides ’two
heads are better than one.’
Photo by
1ton Richey

ten KSJS the billing as the top
radio station in (7alifornia seven
times by the California Intercollegiate Press Association. Last year
the readers of Metro rated KSJS the
best college radio station.
The station also was named the
winner in the programming and
community service categoncs in
the National Association of College Broadcasters contest. KSJS
received honorable mentions in
the promotions and managrnentoperations categories.

"I’m pleased that it passed. It’s
about time SJSU expanded," said
Tim Mclnemy. president of Alpha
Tau Omega fraternity. "My only
hope now is that sororities take
head and expand too."
Some concern over internal
problems within the Greek system
that has been overshadowed by the
vote to expand, according to Mike
Namba, president of Phi Delta
Theta fraternity.
"Since it passed we will support
it wholeheartedly," said Namba
whose fraternity voted against
expanding. Other issues that need
to be addressed are academics and
low rush turnout, he added.
The five organizations being
considered for IFC induction are
Delta Chi, Sigma Phi Epsilon,
Kappa Alpha, Sigma Pi and Beta
Theta Pi, according to Chris Carpi us, !EC president.
The addidtion to IFC is a good
thing as a whole, said Colin
Clover, former IFC president and
member of Sigma Nu fraternity.
"It’ll be good for everybody
that’s been resting on their laurels," Clover said. "It’ll bring in
some competition to the chapters."
The pro-expansion vote means
various changes for IFC, according to Carpita. "It’s exciting, the
new chapter will motivate people,"
he said.
On the other hand there is some
concern about the number of
incoming members to the Greek
See IFC, page 5
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EDITORIAL

Policy no place for theology
Separation of church and
state in the United States is
an absolute. Last week the
Academic Senate debated this
issue, one which had the weight
to reach the United States
Supreme Court, where the
Constitution’s first amendment
was interpreted to declare it
illegal to link the two.
They debated SJSU’s stated
policy of deliberately placing the
break the week before Easter.
This link may seem
inconsequential to a student who
merely relishes in a break. It may
seem inconsequential in
comparison to the more blatant
violation of outlawing liquor sales
on Sundays in certain states, but it
represents a favoritism that should
not be overlooked.
Proponents of the current system
of determining the break blindly
argue that this was never an issue
before so why should it be an
issue now.
It remains the same issue now
that it was when it became a law.
It is illegal for any public
institution to impose 1 :igious
beliefs upon any individual. It

couldn’t be any more straight
forward.
True, Christianity is the majority
religion in our country and many
students take advantage of the
break to spend time with their
families. Similarly, Judaism often
celebrates Passover close to the
date that Easter falls on.
This doesn’t justify the unlawful
endorsement of any religion,
however minor it may seem.
personal beliefs associated
with a religion have
absolutely no place in our
university which supposedly
strives to endorse the search for
knowledge not theology.
Determining spring break on an
objective date, for instance on the
fourth week of March every year,
would help to avoid the problem
altogether.
The continuance of the break is
not the issue, it remains an
invaluable break near the midpoint of the semester for students
to regroup.
The university should not show
favoritism to any religion either
implicitly or explicitly.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
’Joe Sixpack’ undefendable
Editor,
Butch Hutchinson, were sorry. We’re so
sorry. Usually they get permission from
people before they perform a frontal
lobotomy. Somebody played a mean trick
on you, and the government’s hands are
still bloody.
In response to your "insightful" letter to
the editor (Friday, Feb. 22) we think there
need be no response. You showed your
true colors very well. Black and white
smeared with red.
We think you’re a good representation of
the American Dream. But the alarm clock
went off long before the bombs started
dropping in Iraq. Stop dreaming and open
your eyes to the reality.
You said that "Joe Sixpack" doesn’t
have the leisure time to research about the
war. But he does have time to watch The
Simpsons?
Why ask why? Right? After all, ours is
not to reason why, ours is to do or die.
Right?
There is a far higher calling than war.
Humans have been in existence for
thousands of years. And in only the past
one hundred years America, and other

Stifled political expression
Editor,
This letter is in reaction to Butch
Hutchinson’s letter regarding his
contempt for some of the attitudes of the
university crowd who oppose Operation
Desert Storm.
Butch, you seem like a brash, bold,
outspoken dude but I’m not so sure you’re
all that wise. However, you listed yourself
as a senior so maybe you’re almost out of
here like me, and whatever you say now
won’t matter much. What I mean is, when
you start lashing out at the system,
especially at the folks who teach in the
classrooms and give out the grades, you
may be putting your academic career at
some degree of risk. I hear when you do
those things in graduate school it gets
much more risky.
Also, I think it’s obvious that since
Vietnam the colleges and universities
have become a bastion for the very people
you despise--those "liberals" you referred

industrialized nations, have almost
succeeded in destroying the Earth. This is
something we need to be united about.
Constructive not destructive.
And if greed and narcissism are virtuous,
then yes, you’re right. America is, indeed,
the most virtuous nation in world history.
We really don’t expect you to understand
this.
Don’t get us wrong, like you already
have. We dec. I. :tate this country. That’s
why we speak
To make it better. You
highly under-estimate us. Please don’t
give us any more reason to under-estimate
you.
Your views are to political debate what
friendly fire is to warfare. And instead of
listening to "I Go to Work," you should be
listening to Public Enemy’s "Fight the
Power."
Butch, buddy, we could go on and on.
But we know this is probably too much
for you, all at once. Enough. Hope you
don’t shut off your mind. Because we are
always open to information. And it’s
better to be informed than not.
Andrew Kerr
Senior
Drama

Eric Range!
Senior
Advertising

Raul Dominguez -- Spartan Duty

LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD REBELS
KEVIN WEIL

Double talk equals
doubled fee limit
When students descended on the state
legislature this past weekend, they got
to witness first hand how our
representatives are finding the easiest
places to cut are the budgets that give
the least resistance. The California
State Students Association, the selfpropelled lobbying group intent on
giving students a voice in the politics
that affect them, were witness to a folly
of unparalleled proportions.
We’ve already learned that Gov. Pete
Wilson has requested that a 20 percent
fee increase should be applied like a
noose around the necks of the group
with the weakest voice - the students.
The fact that this breaks a law intended
to protect the priceless commodity we
have is a moot point because thou who
makcth the law canst changeth the law.
The 1985 Maddy Act was created to
prevent the state from raising fees by
more than 10 percent in any year and
then only if the state is having a fiscal
emergency. Well, the fiscal emergency
that Wilson forecasts amounts to a $7
billion gap.
There’s double talk going on here
friends because former Gov. George
Deukmejian signed legislation which
extended the fee protection policy
through 1996. There were only two
dissenting votes by the legislature, who
supported the idea of limiting increases
to 10 percent in emergencies.

to who don’t like displays of patriotism
and blame America first for everything.
That’s just the way it is with a lot of these
university cats. Some of the college
instructors will also like you much better
if you always agree with them, regardless
of what they might otherwise say. This
especially applies to the younger
professors who grew up during the ’60s.
The majority of them carry a certain mind
set and it’s been my experience that they
rarely ever admit that they might be
wrong about anything and particularly in
politics, society and religion. They’re the
ones that students ought to be wary of the
most. Recently, I heard a wise old
gentleman of much success advising a
young college student that he better play
ball with his professors. I second that.
Good luck to you, Butch.

I would like to address the cretins who,
for unknown reasons, decided to use rash
and ignominious acts of defacing our
"Campus Walkout" banner with mud and
ripping the sign down four times.
These narrow-minded acts obviously
lead me to believe that you have no
concept as to the contents of the Bill of
Rights or, for that matter, the Constitution
of this great nation of ours. Your repulsive
acts have led me to conclude that, even
though you have matriculated to higher
education here at SJSU, you surely will
leave this institution ignorant, unlettered,
untutored, and unlearned. Good Day!

Dave Lambert
Senior
Liberal Studies

Joel L. DeLange
Senior
Political Science

Deukmejian stated he supported a
policy of gradual and predictable fee
increases, the language that the Maddy
Act uses, yet the budget slashes
continue.
The fact that Wilson is intent on
circumventing this policy without
recognition of its existence is blind
misrepresentation.
So where is all this money going?
At the same time Pistol Pete is raising
the price of an education, he is blasting
away the quality of that education as
quick as you can say "put ’cm up."
While the California State University is
expecting to get 8,000 new students, an
increase the size of Sonoma State
University, the budget for next year is
actually being reduced by $100 million.
In Arcada, where there is no public
library near the school, Humboldt State
University has been forced by budget
cuts to close its library on the weekends.
If that wasn’t bad enough, the students
attending the conference were witness
to another attempt by the state
legislature to solve its problems through
the exploitation of students.
Assemblywoman Becky Morgan
presented a proposal to have the 20
percent fee increase bypass the
education budget and go directly into
the general fund. If this were to pass,
there would be no guarantees that it
would go back to the school. Students

Disgraceful behavior

would be taxed to pay for the rest of the
state’s problems for the simple reason
that the power of their voice cannot
compete with the industrial -economic
complex which can spend millions of
dollars in lobbying.
Sure, the students have to pay their
fare share to reduce the deficit, but does
anyone really think that if the State
approved a 20 percent increase on say,
property taxes, there wouldn’t be fullblown riots in the streets?
Of course California is one of the
cheapest places to obtain an education,
ranked 45th in the nation in costs, but is
it logical that while we are being forced
to pay a ridiculous increase we must
also lose teachers, materials and
services?
The legislature doesn’t have the guts to
challenge Proposition 98, which is
protecting part of the community
college budget. This lack of intestinal
fortitude is translating into only a five
percent budget cut if Mien’s budget is
approved.
What is required are some vocal
chords and a little forearm muscle
flexing. We need letters written by
students directed toward the
representatives we elected with our
votes.
A little threatening reminder about
who voted for them combined with
some calmly stated outrage over the
disgusting path the state is outlining for
education just might perk their ears up.
At a time when attention is focused on
the other side of the planet, we cannot
let ourselves lose sight of the fact that
education is the best preventive measure
society can take.
The alternative to education, we are
discovering, is military exploitation.
Kevin Well is the Spartan Daily copy
chief. His column appears every
Wendesday.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily provides a daily
Forum page. Contributions to the page
are encouraged from students, staff,
faculty, others who are interested in the
University at large.
Any letter or column for the Forum
page must be turned into the Letters to
the Editor box in the Spartan Daily
newsroom, WLN 104, during office
hours. Submissions may also be mailed
to Forum Editor, The Spartan Daily,
Department of Journalism, San Jose
State University, San Jose, CA., 95192.
Articles and letters must contain the
author’s name, phone number, address,
and major (if a student).

Contributions must be typed or
submitted on 3.5" Macintosh compatible disc.
Submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for
grammar, libel, spelling, and length.
Categories available to non -Daily
Staffers are:
Campus voice: 300-500 word essays
on current campus, political, or
personal issues. Submissions should be
well researched.
Letters to the Editor: Up to 200 words
responding to Spartan Daily articles, or
calling attention to a particular issue or
point of view.
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Sparta(uide

It takes two

YesterDaily

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlguist Library North
Room 104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center) The deadline
is 10 a m The Daily s staff members
attempt to enter each item at least
two days before the date of the event
in addition to the day of the event
Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions

Thursday’s forecast
Partly cloudy, possible chance
of rain in the evening, highs
in the low 60’s.
-- National Weather

An equality training specialist said
that because police officers have the
power to interfere with people’s
lives, they need to be more
culturally sensitive.

Service

STUDENTS:

Candidate
open forum for A S Elections. 12 30 p m
Student Union upper pad, call 924-5446

"Save our Liberties" is a new
campus club supporting legalization
of hemp and marijuana.

NATIONAL PRESS PHOTOGRAPHER’S
ASSOCIATION: Meeting with Kent Porter,
photographer for the Santa Rosa Press
Democrat, 7 30 p m , Student Council
Chambers call 924-7913

S.V.P.A.: Student Video Production Association meeting. 5 00 p m Hugh Gillis Hall
Room 217

ART DEPARTMENT STUDENT GALLERIES: Student Shows featuring Sharon

CAREER PLANNING 8 PLACEMENT:
Government Employment in the 1990 s .
12 30 pm,SU Umunhum Room Interview
1230 pm. SU Almaden
Varian.
Room, Employer Presentation
Noon, S U Costanoan Room, call 924-6033
PREVENT. EDUCATION PROGRAM: Rape
Rape Trauma SynAwareness Week
drome and The Offender workshops by
Jackye McClure. Ass Exec Dir of YWCA.
10 30 am.SU Almaden Room And I m a
Rapist-. discussion and video, 2 00 p m .
S U Costanaon Room. call 924-5945
SJSU HOCKEY CLUB: Match vs UC Berkeley. 10 45 p m . Berkeley Iceland. 2727
Milvia St. Berkeley free admission call
415-278-3810
FANTASY 8 STRATEGY CLUB: Weekly
meeting. 5 30 pm. SU Costanoan Room.

Seale, Trish Rothgeb, Frank Cava, Morning
Shu, Leroy Parker, and Isabel Brown, 104 00 p m Art Department Galleries. call
924-4330

Preparation.

SAFER.:

Student Affiliation for Environ
mental Respect meeting and information
5 00 p m . Washington Square Hall Room
kty

Cloudy skies in the morning,
followed by a 60 percent
chance of rain by late
afternoon. High around 65.

Fifteen SJSU students descended on
Sacramento over the weekend to
lobby the legislature against
proposed budget cuts.

TODAY

ASSOCIATED

Today’s forecast

Because many students are not on
campus everyday, YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.

FACULTY BOOK TALKS:

Dr Maria Robinson, English Dept. will review Seamus Heaney’s selected poems. 12 30 p m Woodward Room -University Club, call 924-5530

MUSLIM STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Lecture Dr Al Hussein, 300 pm Umunum
Room -Student Union cal 241-0850
ALPHA PHI OMEGA FRATERNITY:

First
Pledge Meeting. 500 pm . Pacheco RoomStudent Union. call 286-0742 or 379-6422

everyone welcome. call 924-7097
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM:
Brown -bag discussion Career Planning
Noon S U. Pacheco Room, call 924-5930

ROTARACT:

General Meeting 700 p m
SJSU International Center call 294-5457

THURSDAY

ANTHROPOLOGY CLUB:

Lecture by Dr
Lynn Kilgore--Dental Patholologiesin FreeRanging Chimpanzees 430 pm Washington Square Hall Room B4 call 924-5712

CHRISTIAN STUDENTS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible study Fellowship. noon Pacheco
room -Student Union. call 268-1411

PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM:
Rape Awareness Week- Self Preservation
Self Defense 1 00 p m Costanoan Room
Student Union call 924-5445

CAREER PLANNING 8 PLACEMENT: Employer Presentation.ESL. 12 30 p m . Costanoan Room -Student Union. call 924-6033.
CAREER PLANNING & PLACEMENT: OnCampus Interview Orientation. 11 30 a.m .
Almaden Room-Student Union, call 9246033

GAY, LESBIAN AND BISEXUAL ALLIANCE: Meeting. Your rights as a student
discussion, guest speakers. 4300m Guadalupe Room -Student Union call 236-2002
PREMEDICAL ASSOCIATION: General
meeting. 1 30 p m Duncan Hall room 345

Nation’s top economists predict
shorter recession than expected

Jeanette Glicksman

Daily staff photographer

I ndeclared freshman Navio Singh practices a Valerie Lam during Professor Tom O’Neill’s
dance step vi itt, business/marketing freshman social dance class.

Californians would re-elect Bush
despite Quayle as running-mate
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Most California voters say they’re
inclined to support President
Bush’s re-election and that support
would he even stronger if the president found a new running mate,
according to a California Poll released Tuesday
"There is one dark cloud hanging over Bush’s rosy prospects for
re-election, and that is the California electorate’s low regard for his
ostensible running mate in 1992."
said California Poll director Mervin Field. "By a more than 2-to- I
margin, California voters still wish
that Bush had picked a Republican
other than Dan Quayle."
The poll, based on interviews
with a cross section of 977 Californians between Feb. 7-12, found 58
percent said they are swaying toward Bush if he runs for re-eleclion nest year. Only 2/I percent

said they arc not inclined to vote
for him.
By comparison. 39 percent of
state’s voters said they were inclined to re-elect Ronald Reagan at
the same point in his presidency.
Forty-eight percent said they
weren’t inclined to vote for him
again, according to the polling organization.
However, by 65 to 30 percent.
state voters say they wish Bush had
chosen another running mate in
1988. That’s an increase over
1989. when 56 percent said they
were dissatisfied and 35 percent
said they were satisfied with the
newly elected vice president.
By 56 percent to 21 percent,
voters said they would be less
likely rather than more likely to
vote for Bush in 1992 if he keeps
Quayle.
One potential replacement the

poll mentioned tor Quayle was
Gov. Wilson, But 32 percent of
those surveyed said they would be
more inclined to vote for Bush
with Wilson on the ticket, and 41
percent less inclined.
"It may he a pat on the back for
Wilson." Field said. "He just got
elected governor. They have high
expectations of him as governor,
and with the state in critical condition, they don’t want to send him
back to Washington nght now."
The most favored possibility for
vice president was Secretary of
State James Baker. Half of those
surveyed said they would he in
dined to favor Bush if Baker wa,
his running mate. while 22 percent
said they would he less inclined
and 28 percent said it would make
no difference.

WASHINGTON (AP) A substantial majority of the nation’s top
economic forecasters say the recession will be briefer and less %evere
than the post-World War II average for downturns, a survey released Tuesday showed.
Sixty-one percent of forecasters
polled look for the recession to be
shorter than the post-1945 average
of II months, while 36 percent
think it will be about average in
length. the National Association of
Business Economists said.
"As for the recession depth. 78
percent expect to see less than the
postwar average 2.5 percent decline in GNP (gross national product). while 15 percent expect about
average decline." the associasaid.
fhe survey, conducted during
the first two weeks of Februar!,.
also showed just over half of the 54
economists believe the recession
will end in the second quarter
Two-thirds had predicted last November that it would end in the
first three months of this year.
In the new survey, 22 percent
put the low point in the curreni
quarter. while 18 percent said the
downturn will bottom out in the
third quarter of 1991.
The GNP fell at an annual rate
of 2.1 percent in the fourth quarter

of 1990. and the median expectations of the NABE economists are
for a 1.6 percent decline in the current quarter and a 0.3 percent decline in the next.
A recession generally is defined
as at least two consecutive declines
in the GNP, the nation’s total output of goods and services.
They foresee a growth rate of
1.9 percent in the third quarter and
2.5 percent in the fourth. The November poll forecast a 2.0 percent
growth rate in the third quarter and
2.5 percent in the fourth.
The recovery will continue
through 1992. with the economy
growing 2.5 percent on a yearover-year basis, up from a decline
of 0.2 percent this year, the survey
indicated. The previous survey
forecast growth of 0.5 percent in
1991

"Contributing to the recession’s
end and a recovery beginning in
the second half of 1991 are the past
easing of monetary policy and the
prospects for lower oil prices and a
quick resolution to the Gulf War,"
said the survey summary.
On the other hand, concern
that monetary policy will not ease
further, fast enough, and the reluctance of banks to make loans are
the two factors most often mentioned that could make the recession longer and deeper than currently expected." it added.
The forecasters projected living
costs as measured by the Consumer Price Index to rise by 4.6
percent this year, down from 5.2
percent in last November’s survey.
and by 4 0 percent in 1992. The
CPI rose 6.1 percent during 1990.

Crisis
Middle EastFacts"
"History and
by
Dr. Al Hussein

Sponsored by MSA
(Muslim Student Association)

Wednesday, 2/27 3-5pm
Student Union Umunhum Room 2nd floor
For More In

0,..arna

241-0850

RUNNING
FOR
OFFICE?
1:30cm
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t coff
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RAPE: Expect the Unexpected...
S.J.S.U. Rape Awareness Week 1991
"

170 I%.’ -

Weds., Feb 27
10:30-noon
Rape Trauma Syndrome
and the Offender

jackye McClure, Assistant
Executive Director of the
Y.W.C.A.
Almaden Room, S. Union

2-3:30 p.m.
"And I’m a Rapist"

Deputy Frank Swarige,
Deputy Sheriffs Association
of Santa Clara County,
Costanoan room, S. Union

Thur., Feb 28
10:30-1130 a.m.
Media Watch

Anne Simonton, presenter of
Media Watch Program and
consultant
Costanoan, S.U.

1-4 p.m.
Self Presevation, Self
Defense

Sgt. Bruce Lowe, SJSU Police
LX,pt. Crime Prevention Unit,
Bring sweats and learn basic
melt -defense!
Costanoan , S.U.

Fri. Marl
Fest
9-11 am.

Rape and Marriage The Rideout Case
A fact based T V Drama
Pacheco Room, S.U.

11-1p.m.
Rape of LoveL’amour Viole’

A French woman’s quest I.
come to terms with her
tragic experience.
Almaden room,
Student Union

supported by lavisum for titildeni Affairs, Prvention I Jrnation Progair amp. Advra stem A4ainsi Sesual Assault. Prrveniiim I
Nowlin, Student Felurators, YW C A, I inivrrsity roller rapi Ikahh Cerrvkan, !lousing %anima Mock Rustyr Vtdegn

AL DEFECTIVE

II
Associated Students Elections
Candidate Orientation Meeting
Thursday, Feb. 28th at 3:30 PM
Engineering Auditorium
DEADLINE: All candidate applications
must be turned in at the Orientation Meeting.
FOR MORE INFO. CALL
924-6240
FUNDED BY ASSi ’IATED STUDENTS
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Women’s group reflects on their dreams
By Collett] McCoy

brain autonomically creates its
own stimulation." Use it or lose it.
Studies have shown everyone
dreams, even newborn babies. But
is it worthwhile to analyze dreams?
Salisbury certainly thinks so.
According to him, it is only
through dreams that we can transform or grow. "If you don’t listen
to your dreams, you miss all kinds
of opportunities for self-fulfillment. You don’t mature, grow,
expand. You don’t develop the
broader kinds of feelings about
life, the environment, humanity."
You can also put yourself in
physical danger.
One of Salisbury’s students was
a real dream skeptic. She had a recurring dream about a car wreck
for 15 years, but ignored it. Several months later, she wrote him
from her hospital room her
dream had come true.

Daily staff writer

The rain beating against the tent
wasn’t enough to rouse the sleeping child. The drops slid off the
walls and down the bank of the
river, turning the dirt into mud.
The tent, perched precariously
on the river hank, lost its grip and
slid languorously over the slick
mud, carrying itself and its tiny
passenger into the raging river.
The child was suffocating. The
wet, vinyl walls of the tent pressed
in, gathering her in a final embrace. She was dying. She
struggled to breath but inhaled
only water.
She awoke in terror.

’Some group members
are going to use their
dreams in their
artwork . .

Prophetic? "The woman had
terrible driving habits. She barrelled down the road and never
took any cautions, not even a seatbelt. Because she was so self-righteous and arrogant, her dream was
meaningless to her," Salisbury
said.

Chandra Rirenhaum,
junior, psychology
Although it has been years since
Chandra Birenbaum had the
dream, she still vividly recalls the
river, tent and feelings of suffocation.
Birenbaum, a psychology junior, has always been fascinated
with dreams. She and five others
recently formed an on-campus
group to explore their dreams.
The group is restricted to
women. According to Birenbaum,
it is easier to relate dreams to
someone who shares similar experiences and orientations. She believes the group dynamics would
change if men were invited in.
"Because of sex roles, men tend
to dominate a lot more in discussions and women give up the
floor more. Also, there’s a lot of
sexual stuff in dreams that would
become embarrassing or not easily
understood by males," Birenbaum
said.
This view is echoed by several
professors. However, most also
believe it would be beneficial to include males at some point.
"You should definitely have
meetings in which you only have
women. At the same time, you
ought to also have meetings
maybe every other week in
which men are present because
men add things, add reflective possibilities that women may not think
of," stated Dr. Kenneth Kramer, a
religious studies professor chronicling death dreams.
Birenbaum believes that, for the
purposes of this group, it is necessary to exclude men.
"Some group members are
going to use their dreams in their
artwork and jewelry making, oth-

Not prophetic, but predictable.
Her dreams warned her she was
taking unnecessary risks.
Luckily, not all dreams are predictions. It is a tricky business, figuring out what, if anything,
dreams symbolize. Some are
obscure, some are crystal clear.
As a graduate student, Kramer

’The brain needs this’
constant stimulation in
order not to
degenerate.’
Roil Dominguez

ers see it as an outlet in their life,"
Birenbaum said.
She is convinced dreams are of
crucial importance. "I think in
most ways dreams are more real
than going to work, or playing a
game of student or secretary.
Those are ways of spending time to
fit into a hole in our society.
"Everything we do in our lives
ties into what we dream. What we
dream is a reflection of who we are
and what experiences we have."
Birenbaum said.
Sigmund Freud would agree. He
called dreams the royal road to the
unconscious. Freud believed that,
like a pimple, suppressed and repressed thoughts and emotions
would erupt in our dreams.
Carl Jung, a student of Freud’s.

took Freud’s ideas and continued
on. According to Dr. Winfield Salisbury, a Jungian and associate
professor in sociology, dreams
originate from a "message center"
called the Self.
Salisbury classified dreams.
"Objective dreams warn you about
aspects of the objective world
which you’ve been denying or ignoring for defensive reasons. For
example, you’re dating Ted Bundy
and you haven’t noticed these peculiar aspects of his character, like
he doesn’t have any emotions because he’s a complete psychopath."
A second type of dream acts as a
balance. A person who is overly
affogant may dream of a humiliating experience.

Spartan Daiy

Dr. Naomi Wagner

psychology department
"You go to tea with your snooty
friends and you open the door and had a lot of dreams. It was a constep into a cowshed. And you’re fusing time. He was working on
up to your ankles in s---. Sort of a his Ph.D. and teaching college stucompensation for all that snooti- dents for the first time. Kramer
ness. It shows you that you ought would attend one class as a gradto be a little more earthy," Salis- uate student and walk into another
bury chuckled.
as a teacher. His dreams reflected
Some psychologists or sociolog- his anxieties.
ists believe that Freud’s "royal
road to the unconscious" is a dead"There would be a guest lecend street. To them, dreams have a turer in front of the class I was teaphysiological basis. The brain ching. And I would be sitting in
"dreams up" dreams to stimulate the back of the class on a high stool
itself.
in just my boxer shorts, frightened
Dr. Naomi Wagner, a psychol- to death. And no one knew that I
ogy department lecturer, explains, was there. Frightened, scared that
"The brain needs this constant the students were going to turn
stimulation in order not to degener- around and see their teacher in his
ate. When you are asleep you don’t underwear in the back of the room.
have any other stimulation, so the Now where did that come from?"
lecturer,

Fraternity helps endangered owls save their homes
rowing owls in an effort to preserve the habitat of the endangered
bird.
Burrowing owls take over the
holes of ground squirrels and make
their nests inside, according to
Joan Priest of the Humane Society
By Susan Brown
in Santa Clara County.
Daffy staff writer
Every year the city digs up these
Ten members of Theta Chi fraternity, armed with wooden stakes, fields for weed abatement with tralined up in an undeveloped Santa ctors for fire prevention measures.
Unfortunately, in doing this, the
Clara field early Saturday morning
tractors also destroy the habitats of
ready to make their mark.
The fraternity, along with mem- burrowing owls. Priest said.
The city, in cooperation with the
bers of Save Both (Burrowing
Owls and Their Habitat) had come county weed abatement office, agout to help mark the nests of bur- reed to protect the burrowing owl

Theta Chi helps save
nests from yearly
weed abatement

A S PROGRAM BOARD PRESENTS
WEDNESDAY NITE CINEMA

nesting areas provided they were and marked for preservation
Clara’s weed abatement policy. He
visibly marked.
Theta Chi fraternity found out said the city has other options besides digging up its fields. One
However, the city has neither about the effort to mark the nests would be to mow them, he
said.
the personnel nor the funds to walk from Christman.
"Two of our brothers heard
"Palo Alto recently changed
the fields and locate the nests.
about the project from Professor their
abatement
policy,"
Save Both, along with members Christman’s class," said Quinn Christman said. "We are hoping to
of the Humane Society and Audu- Honaric, member of Theta Chi.
do the same thing here in Santa
bon Society, put a group of volunThe organization is always Clara and other South Bay cities."
teers together to walk the fields
and mark the nests with stakes so looking for different philanthrothat tractor operators can avoid pies, so they decided to organize
those areas when they are digging, some of its members to come out
according to Roy Chistman. SJSU and help in the effort, Honarie
political science lecturer and Save said.
Both member. On Saturday’s outChristman also is currenly ining about six nests were located volved in trying to change Stint.,

Poet to read
from novel,
’Jasmine’
By Claudia Bramkamp
Daily staff writer

Like the main character of
her new novel "Jasmine,"
Bharati Mukherjee was not
satisfied with her fate. She
wanted to reposition the
stars.
"There are many of us
who were born far from the
United States but who always
felt American. I’m aware of
the brutalities, the violences
here, but in the long run my
characters are survivors,"

Bharatl Mukherjee
she said.
Thursday at 8 p.m., Mukherjee, winner of the 1988
National Book Critics Circle
for "The Middleman and
Other Stories," will discuss
and read from her new book.
The program will be held in
the Music Concert Hall and
is free and to the public.
Mukherjee, who teaches
graduate courses in fiction at
the University of California
at Berkley, was born and
raised in Calcutta, then educated in Europe. She identifies in part with her character
Jasmine, who also immigrated from India to become
part of "a nation of outsiders."
"But the serious aspect of
this book is the Vietnamization of America," she said.
"I hope I’ve presented the
intersection of mainstream
America and the immigrants
who have come. This is not
just one woman’s story
it’s about the enormous cultural, social, economic and
racial changes going on in
our country," she said.
The character of Jasmine,
like her author, combines old
world fatalism with new
world aspirations to make her
way in her new world.
"I was brought up spectacularly rich . . . and have
been spectacularly poor almost all my adult life. If I
had stayed in India. I would
have written elegant, ironic,
wise stories which would be
marked by detachment. But I
never could have stayed in
India. It was not so much
restlessness but enthusiasm
and eagerness that has always made me curious about
the rest of the world," she
said.
"I knew from the moment
I got here I wanted to stay. I
prefer unpredictability to a
privileged but predictable
life. "Jasmine" contains the
shape of my life and desires," she said.

1Hey! What’s going
on this weekend?

The African Awareness Month Planning Committee
& the Associated Students Program Board presents

MO’ BETTER BLUES
Wednesday
February 27, 1991
6pm & 9 pm
Student Union Ballroom
Still only $2.00
Starring
SPIKE LEE &
DENZEL WASHINGTON

"WA
What could be mo better to do on a Wednesday Night?
RAT.’ LINE 924-6261
’RAPID APATHY TERMINATOR
FUNDED BY THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

FOR MORE INFO, CALL THE

Tiurs ay - Fe 28, 7pm
Student Union Ballroom
Thrust into the national headlines as

Find out every
Thursday in...
Sn1/4-,

de

4

chairperson of the Student Non-Violent
Coordinating Committee (S.N.C.C.) Kwame
has popularized the term "Black Power."
Kwame will be speaking on behalf of the
All -African People’s Revolutionary Party
for more info call Q24-6761
qr 9242591, ftinded by the
Associated Students

CenterStage
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IFC
From page I
system. "IFC will have to work a
lot harder on rush," Carpita added.
A five man committee is being
set up to do the leg work of contacting the national chapters in
consideration of the potential fraternity. The committee will be
headed by IFC Vice President
Jonathon Oh and will set up presentations and interviews to be
made in front of the council,
according to Carpita.
When the addition to IFC is
named they will still have to go
through what is known as a colonization period for one year. In that
time the organization will offically
be a part of IFC but will not be
allowed to have a member on the
executive board or be able to vote
on issues, according to Clover
They will, however, come to meetings and participate in activities
just as the current IFC recognized
fraternities do now.

Wine vinters fear wrath
of taxes, public pressure

How the Bible sees it

LOS ANGELES (API Wine
producers and promoters fear the
grapes of wrath with increased
taxes and public pressure from activists against alcohol abuse.
Vinter Robert Mondavi, invited
some antagonists of alcohol to join
him at a three-day "Wine in American Life" conference.
Michael Jacobson of the Center
for Science in the Public Interest, a
lobbyist for more alcohol taxes and
regulation, -dmitted he had enjoyed a glass of wine during a
lunch with Mondavi. America’s
best-known vintner and its most
forceful advocate for wine as a
healthy part of everyday life.
Patricia Baird, a recovering alcoholic whose crusade against
drunken drivers includes rewards
for people who turn them in. said
she rejects contributions from beer
lobbyists because "icky, slimy
strings" are attached, but would
consider donations from the wine
industry.
Still, as Mondavi’s and Julia
Child’s American Institute of Wine
& Food met last week at the Biltmore Hotel, few wine promoters
found much to toast about.
The evidence is that they already

Trade deficit
narrowed by
$108 billion
WASHINGTON (AP)
The
U.S. merchandise trade deficit narrowed to $108.68 billion in 1990,
although America’s foreign oil bill
rose to its highest level since 1981,
the government said Tuesday.
The Commerce Department said
last year’s gap between imports
and exports was down 5.4 percent
from a $114.86 billion imbalance
in 1989, reflecting further strength
in U.S. export sales, which hit an
all-time high.
It was the smallest annual deficit
since a 1983 trade gap of $67.1
million.

"The people who drink wine
and have been drinking wine for a
number of years are not going to be
affected by anything you put on a
bottle," said Anthony Dias Blue, a
well-known print and radio foodand-wine critic.
"Wine in this country (unfortunately) has an elitist image.

Czechoslovakia votes to end
40 years of state control

George Ortz

Daily staff photigraphor

Middle East and how they relate to fortold
events in the Bible. Bliss studied biblical
prophecy in Israel for one and one-half years.

Greg Bliss, a history graduate of San Diego
State University tells an audience in the Spartan Memorial about current problems in the

chief architect of economic reform, called the draft law an "historic document" when he presented it to parliament last
Thursday.
The country’s economic reform
shifted into high gear last month,
with price deregulation and auctions of small shops that gave the
population the first taste of postwar capitalism.
Klaus expressed optimism about
the reform, despite inevitable
jumps in inflation and unemployment.

PRAGUE, Czechoslovakia (AP)
Parliament on Tuesday approved landmark legislation to end
40 years of state control over the
economy with a vote to hand over
all nationalized industry to private
investors.
It is an all-out attempt to get
rid of ... state ownership of industry and the only way to solve this
enormous problem." Deputy Finance Minister Dusan Triska, architect of the legislation, said in an
interview Tuesday.
All 4,500 industrial enterprises
valued at $130 billion should be
available to domestic or foreign
private investors by year’s end, he
. .
,
said.
Deputies present in the 300-seat
legislature voted 157 in favor. 24
against of the vote, and 12
abstained, the official news agency
CTK said.
Finance Minister Vaclav Klaus.

The deficits with Japan, the
newly industrialized countries of
the Far East and with Canada all
showed improvement, while the
United States posted its first trade
surplus with Western Europe since
1982, a positive balance of $2.1
billion.
..Tht report -excludes military
sales by the U.S. ’government.
The trade report showed that the
deficit for the fourth quarter narrowed 3.1 percent to $28.86 billion. compared to a third-quarter
imbalance of $29.79 billion.

have, with success:
The federal excise tax on
wine, though lower than for beer
or spirits, was increased from 3
cents per 750 milliliter bottle to 21
cents this year a price hike multiplied as the wine passes through
distribution channels.
John Volpe, head of the National Wine Coalition, and others
fear it may be raised to 76 cents,
the alcohol -equivalent level with
hard liquor that Jacobson endorses.
Health and drunken driving
worries resulted in warning labels
on wine bottles last year. Volpe
predicted stronger warnings in future, with a ban on laudatory prose
of the sort that Mondavi has taken
to placing on his bottles.
Industry leaders aren’t necessarily worried about losing longtime
customers.

"Everything points to the tact
we can manage it." he told the
weekly Reflex.
The new privatization law permits the sale of the country’s most
healthy industrial ventures to foreign investors in an effort to reap
the capital needed to overhaul
other outdated industries
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Julien. scored two and pulled down one
rebound. He missed last weeks trip to
Fresno and a start in Saturday’s game
because of an injury.
But looking back on the effort of
SJSU’s bench, nobody stands out like Mike
Brotherton. He scored 24 points, the most in
his career and set two SJSU records. He
broke Lance Wyatt’s 1985 record of eight
consecutive field goals and Oat Hamm’s
92.3 single-game field goal percentage
record set in 1970.
Brotherton was 10-10 from the field.
And the thing that makes Brotherton’s
performance so amazing was that he was
suffering from the flu.
"I was pleased with Mike
Brotherton," Morrison said. "He was very
effective for being sick. He was down 10-11
pounds. I’d like to keep him there."
"My legs weren’t stable," Brotherton
said. "I got winded as soon as I got in. I just
wanted to do it enough. I had enough desire
to do it. Offensively I think it was my best
game, hut defensively I didn’t play that

SJSU (5-11, 7-18). And as usual, he
dominated from 3-point range, making four
out of six. This guy is not afraid to shoot the
ball, no matter where he is on the court. If
he misses the shot, he’ll just get it right
back.
"Wasserburger shot the ball well,"
Morrison said. No matter if he’s been sitting
down 30 minutes, he’ll do well, Morrison
added.
But most importantly for
B
SieN C I It.’111111:1’
Wasserburger, he ended his final home
game as a Spartan in style. Before the game,
wasn’t the starting five who kept the
SJSU’s four seniors were honored. Andre
ItSpartans close in Saturday’s game
Brooks, Jeff Novitzky and Troy Batiste,
against 15th ranked New Mexico State.
who recently ’retired,’ were all in street
The five players coach Stan Morrison
clothes because of injuries. Wasserburger,
sent onto the court at the start of SJSU’s 73as healthy as ever, joined them in his
67 loss only scored 22 points, while the
uniform and had a great game for the team.
bench combined for 45.
"It wa.s absolutely our best bench
Junior Chad Higginbotham got 18
effort of the year," Morrison said.
minutes of playing time, the most all
Senior guard Mike Wasserberger did
year for the Spartan guard. He scored
his typical thing, scoring 16 points and
three points and accumulated six rebounds.
grabbing six rebounds off the bench for
And Spartan leading rebounder. Michael St.

Full effort
off the bench

’My legs weren’t stable. I got
winded as soon as I got in. I
just wanted to do it enough. I
had enough desire to do it.’
Mike Brotherton,
SJSU center
good."’
"Nobody gave up on it. Everybody
played their hearts out. When certain people
didn’t produce, others stepped in and took
their place."

Weekend results
differ for gymnasts

Golf team finishes 13th

Rasnick joins Utah
Spartan offensive coordinator
Rick Rasnick has joined the University of Utah as assistant head
coach for the offense. Utah head
coach Ron McBride announced
Monday.
Resnick. 31, who became the
youngest offensive coordinator in
Division I football back in 1987 (at
age 27), has been a member of the
SJSU coaching staff since 1981.
He was offensive line coach for the
nation’s total offense leader SJSU
in 1986

Men to face
fourth ranked
Stanford
By Shigeru Nishivraki
Daily staff writer
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Former Spartan football offensive coordinator, lice was hired as assistant head coach in charge
Rick Rasnick shown above during spring prac- of offensive at University of Utah on Monday.
In his first year as offensive
coordinator at SJSU, his offense
led the nation in passing. Three
times, all five of his offensive linemen were named to the all -Big
West team in a single year. Resnick, who helped lead the Spartans
to four California Bowls, was
named the Big West Conference’s
Top Offensive Assistant in 1990
by "The Sporting News."
In addition to his title as assistant head coach for the offense at
Utah, Resnick will oversee the
running backs.

"Rick will work very closely
with Dan (Henson, offensive coordinator) on the offense," McBride
said. "Rick’s talent as a coach extends far beyond his years. I’ve
watched him coach and recruit. He
is an excellent teacher of the game
of football. He understands our offense inside and out."
Ransick and Henson both
coached at SJSU prior to joining
the Utah staff; Resnick as offensive coordinator and Henson as
quarterback coach.

Stanford comes to town

The Spartans baseball team is
set to face No. I ranked Stanford
University today at 2 p.m. at Municipal Stadium. The Cardinal are
ranked No. 1 by Baseball America
and No. 2 by Collegiate Baseball
ESPN.
Results of Tuesday’s game
against UC-Davis were unavailable Tuesday afternoon.
Sports in Brief was compiled
by Daily staff writer Lorrie Voigt
and Daily sports editor Steve
Helmer.

Pete Rose humiliated with the five months he spent m pnson
CINCINNATI (AP) The time
Pete Rose spent in a federal prison
camp for cheating on his income
tax were "the most wasted, most
humiliating, longest and most educating five months of his life," the
former baseball star said.
"He said playing in a World Series is tough, he said going before
a federal judge is tough, but nothing was as tough as saying goodbye to his son," former Cincinnati
Bengals player Dave Lapham said
Rose told his first post -prison audience.
"That was very emotional. He
sort of broke down a little bit
there .
Rose spoke at the annual sports
stag at the Western Hills Country
Club in his old neighborhood last
week. The event was restricted to
members and their guests, but Lanham and others provided some of
the highlights.
"He’s a great storyteller, and
that’s pretty much what he did,"
Lanham said. "He was pretty
graphic about prison life, and he
apologized if he let his fans down.
"There’s no question that the
experience has affected him. But
he said he’s going to come through

a..

"With so many injuries, there’s so
many spots that keep opening up,"
Brotherton said. "Everyone knows what
they have to contribute for us to be
successful."

The Spartans have two more trys to
make it a successful season. They take on
last place UC-Irvine and sixth place UCa season filled with injuries, as many Santa Barbara
later this week, fighting for
Inas six at one point, no starting spot was
an eighth place finish and berth to the Big
set in stone. Like the San Francisco
West Tournament.
Giants pitching staff last season, the
If their bench contributes the way it did
Spartans’ starting five received numerous
against a nationally ranked team, the
face lifts.
Spartans should have no problem winning
Players fought hard during practice and their last two
games.
during games, because one never knew who Steve Helmer is
the Spartan Daily sports
Morrison was going to start next. On
editor.

Sports in brief
Completion of the third and final
round in the John A. Burns Invitational landed the SJSU men’s golf
team in 13th place, with Tom Woliver turning in the Spartan’s best
effort for 35th place.
The invitational took place in
Lanikai, Hawaii and consisted of
three rounds spread out over
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday.
SJSU took 299 shots in round one,
295 in round two, and 304 in the
last leg of the tournament, finishing up with a total of 898 shots
for the number 13 slot.
The University of Nevada-Las
Vegas finished in first place, holding on to its two-point lead on the
University of Southern California
with a total score of 870. USC took
872 shots, settling for second
place. Twenty-one teams participated in the event, with the University of Hawaii-Hilo placing
last.
SJSU’s Tom Woliver shot 222
overall, averaging 74 shots for
each round and placing 35th out of
108 players. Bobby Siravo, who
led the Spartans after two rounds
with a ninth place showing, slid to
43rd place with 224 shots.
Individual place-showing found
Derek Gilchrist of UC-Santa Barbara finishing in the lead with first,
second and third round scores of
68, 71, and 74. respectively. His
total of 213 barely squeezed by
Oklahoma State’s Bob May, who
shot 73, 74, and 67 for an overall
finish of 214.
This is Head Coach Dick
Schwendinger’s seventh season
with the Spartans. whose command led the team to the 1985 and
1987 NCAA Championships. His
leadership also helped them to capture the Pacific Coast Athletic Association title in 1985. The team’s
next competition is the FresnoPepsi Classic, scheduled for March
22-23.

Saturday, Morrison went with a three guard
lineup; Charles Terrell (4 points), the teams
leading scorer Terry Cannon, who was held
to just two points, and Philip ’Sub’ Crump
(5 points). Andrew Gardiner and Kevin
Logan (10 points) started at the forward
spots.

this fine, and he’s not hitter."
Julie Hotchkiss. a spokeswoman
for the club. said Rose talked
mostly about baseball.
"I’m sorry I’m not a part of it
anymore. I miss the game of baseball and I hope baseball misses
me." she quoted Rose as saying.
Rose said he will apply for reinstatement to baseball, hut he
doesn’t know when, Hotchkiss
said. Until he is readmitted, baseball’s all-time hits leaders will not
be eligible for the Hall of Fame.
Then -baseball commissioner A.
Bartlett Giamatti banned Rose
from the game on Aug. 23. 1989,
because of Rose’s gambling. Rose
denied he het on baseball, hut Giamatti said it was his opinion that
Rose had bet on baseball.
About MX) people attended the
stag, the largest crowd in the
event’s 29 years, Hotchkiss said
Rose outdrew such previous speak
ers as Ara Parseghian and Bo
Schembechler.
"He complimented the Cincinnati Reds on the job they did last
year," said Tom Helms, who was
a Reds coach under Rose and succeeded him as interim manager in
1989.

"lie v. shed he could have been
a part ot if. hut he respected what
they did and I think he acted like
the Pete Rose, the pro I know, and
he laughed with the people about

his situation. and he just made it a
good evening for the people here in
Western Hills."
"I had fun," Rose said. "We
talked about everything."

Government
Employment
, in the 1990s ,
REPRESENTATIVES FROM CITY, COUNTY, STATE
AND FEDERAL GOVERNMENT WILL DISCUSS:
* How to Get a Job in Government
* Job Trends
* Need for Professionals in Government

WEDNESDAY, FEB. 27
UMUNHUM ROOM, SU
12:30 PM
SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

SJSU gymnasts faced some
fierce competition this past
weekend.
The women’s team hosted the
Gauchos from UC-Santa Barbara on Saturday night. The
Spartans had dropped their previous meet against the Gauchos
earlier this year.
However, this time the Spartans avenged that loss by coming from behind in the last rotation. The Spartans slightly
edged Santa Barbara 179.15 to
178.45.
"It was especially gratifying
to win because we’ve come so
close to winning in three meets
this season and came up short,"
said Spartan head coach Jackie
Walker.
"The most fun part was
watching the team’s reaction
when the score was announced," she added.
Individually, sophomore Jodi
Solod captured the all-around
competition with a 36.9. In addition, she won the uneven bars
event and placed second in the
balance beam.
The other victory came from
senior Nikki Hawkins, who tied
for first place with UCSB’s
Emma Trowbridge in the vault
with a9.1.
The win improved the Spartans’ record to 2-6, and gave
them their first conference victory of 1991.
"It was a great balanced team
effort." Walker said. "The win
was a result of everyone doing
their part."
"It wasn’t a relief." said
Cheryl Sanwo, who tied for second with teammate Staci Wicklund in the floor exercise. "It
was well deserved, we’ve been
working hard."
Meanwhile, the men’s team
traveled to Santa Barbara on
Friday night to compete at the
UC-Santa Barbara Invitational.
The Spartans. ranked 20th in
the nation, did not fare as well
as the women, finishing seventh

in the nine-team competition.
"I felt like we did a really
good job overall competing in a
big meet," head coach Dave
Juszczyk said, "doing what we
do and competing in a fairly
high level throughout, not letting anything takes us out of
what we do."
Leading the Spartans. Jimmy
Olson scored a 9.4 in the floor
exercise event, and senior Andy
Tate registered a 9.3 in both the
floor and rings.
Stanford topped the team
competition while Brigham
Young’s Jason Brown won the
individual all-around competition with a 56.95.
The Spartans will next lio.i
the Cardinal from Stanford,
along with the University of
Michigan tonight at 7:30 in the
women’s gym.
Stanford, ranked fourth nationally, features a young talented team. Leading the Cardinal is junior All-American Tim
Ryan, the 1989 USA All Around Champion.
Freshman Marc Booth is the
top
newcomer.
Cardinal’s
Booth. a member of the Junior
National team for the past two
years, was the Nevada State
champion from 1980-90.
"Stanford has as much talent
as anybody in the country, they
are loaded," Juszczyk said.
"Michigan is not quite at the
same level as Stanford. but they

felt like we did
a really good job
overall competing in
a big meet . .
Dave Juszczyk,
men’s gymnastics coach
are not far either," he added.
"They are a good athletic program overall. "
"Our goal for tonight is to
have the same unity and attitute
that we had in Santa Barbara
last weekend," junior Chris
Swircek said. "If we do that,
we should be score in the in the
low to mid-270s."
"I think we’ll have a good
meet," Juszczyk said. "We are
at that point of the season when
things are coming together

JOIN THE BLACK MASQUE SOCIETY
SEE THE ADVANTAGES UNFOLD
In joining, your membership can help get you
involved with community service and have an
ongoing, bonding network with SJSU peers,
professors and alumni.
We invite all 1991-92 Seniors with high
leadership potential and a 3.0 cumulative C.P.A.
Black Masque is an honor society whose
members are chosen on the basis of scholarship
and leadership on campus and in the community.
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For more information
call Dorothy Doremus
(408) 946-0220
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